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CUSTOMER BACKGROUND:
Located within the central location of Manchester’s core 
business district, 40 Spring Gardens is a landmark building 
comprising of a highly specified office accommodation and 
contemporary design.

Built in 2007, the property was purchased in November 
2019, by Aviva Investors and became a key asset within 
the existing Aviva Manchester Cluster. In January 2021, 
Aviva announced their corporate ESG vision of achieving 
Carbon Net Zero by 2040, with a target of reducing energy 
intensity within the Manchester sites by 10% by 2025. 

CURRENT SITUATION:
Working with NG Bailey on the development, BMSI 
initially provided PPM Maintenance work. However, 
following in-depth discussions surrounding energy usage 
and maintenance with both NG Bailey and Cushman 
& Wakefield, BMSI’s expertise was engaged to ensure 
energy, carbon and cost could be minimised.

As specialists in energy management, BMSI began to work 
primarily on reducing energy by connecting to the BeMS, 
upgrading Trend 963 and IQ Vision and also delivering 
our high level EMP (Energy Management Platform) 
MedicEnergy, which imports BeMS data, main and sub 
meter supply data too.

This work also included metering investigation 
and resolving flat meters, AHU and FCU software 
modifications. This led to improved temperature control, 
boiler and heating software modification and increased 
boiler optimisation. As a result, all this work undertaken by 
BMSI contributed greatly towards a reduction in  
energy usage.

The BMSI energy and bureau teams also delivered remote 
solutions utilising The MedicEnergy platform, automatically 
addressing issues and identifying any that couldn’t be 
resolved automatically. Engineers were then informed of 
any issues in real-time, which were expediently resolved 
on-site.

The MedicEnergy platform also delivered success 
to Cushman & Wakefield via M&V (Measurement & 
Verification) allowing the customer to understand in 
full whether the work delivered had been successful in 
managing energy usage. The result? Over 20% of energy 
has been reduced onsite.

SERVICES PROVIDED BY BMSI:

CLIENT REFERENCE:

Implementing a Smart Buildings solution 
within our Manchester cluster, was our 
No 1 mission in 2021. Partnering with 
BMSI has allowed us to deliver a robust 
management strategy and upgrades to 
key property BMS solutions at 40 Spring 
Gardens, thus delivering a forecasted 20% 
utility year-on-year saving.” 

Richard Mansell, Community Hub Director, Aviva Manchester Hub
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To learn more about how to better understand your BMS and ensure the 
efficiency and compliance of your entire building, get in touch with a 
member of our team today to discuss further.
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